Congratulations to:

Fulltime Job offers!

Department News

SME Announcements

Deadline to start the process is today Oct 1

Boot Competition Point Structure:
If you haven't had a picture taken for the department board come see Pam. (Boot Points)

Mining Engineering Apparel for Sale (Support our department by wearing our apparel.)

Local SME Chapter Meeting has be canceled for this month.

SME Scholarships applications are up online.

Sign up for SME Membership (Eligible for Boot Competition points!) office on Oct 22.

seminar on Oct 9 
Sufco will provide pizza for 7.

High MESA group on Tue Oct 13

Pam needs help Representing the Department in the Major SME Meeting in Denver

Department Trips
Student Interaction
Pizza Drivers/Helpers
Mining Ambassadors
Boy Scout Meetings
Plaza Fest/Career Fest Activities

SME Membership Renewal Monthly ARMA Meetings Monthly SME Meetings Weekly Women in Mining Meetings Weekly Robotic Meetings

Midterms are Coming!

– 5 points per time slot
– 2 point per week

one time 10 points

5 points for each individual

Up Coming Events:

FALL BREAK
and to get back to the oilfield.

– 10 points for each meeting
– 10 points for each meeting
– 2 points

19 –

Events:

–看 for more
–

Spencer Gordon

Left : Spencer Gordon

Like many of us in the mining industry, I have our mining roots in our family. I chose mining engineering for three main reasons.

1. To help keep mines profitable so miners like those I grew up with can continue to have good jobs.
2. To help increase safety by having less people die or sustain serious injury in those mines.
3. I hate cities, and this career will allow me to live in small towns near those mines.

My Name is Jordon Grange I like

Right: Jordan Grange

- hunting, roping, well trained horses, and pretty girls. I am from a community that is driven by coal mining.
- working in the coal mines. That is just the way of life there. I chose mining engineering as a profession because it allows me to make a difference in the survival of the industry. I love the work. It is challenging, but rewarding. My parents encouraged me to pursue this profession as they both are engineers and administration so I could someday return home and get a job.

Today, working for Halliburton was the lowest point I have ever been in a miserable place, but I loved it. I could do better. I didn't want to come back to school to get a degree work the site, I wanted to run it. I enjoyed the labor, but I knew this was not the most character defining event of my life. The money was really good and.

let me first begin –

Representing the Department in the Major Mini Spot

Midday Mining Engineer

Jordon Grange

My name is Jordon Grange and I am a junior mining engineering student here at the University of Utah. I chose mining engineering because it allows me to make a difference in the survival of the industry. I love the work. It is challenging, but rewarding.

My parents encouraged me to pursue this profession as they both are engineers and administration so I could someday return home and get a job. becoming a mining engineer allows me to work in a small town, live the way of life there. I chose mining engineering for that reason. I also enjoyed the labor, but I knew this was not the most character defining event of my life. The money was really good and.